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ABOUT US

Manleo Designs Pvt Ltd (MDPL) was founded in

2021, and is headquartered in Bangalore, India. 

Our probes have multiple industry application 

within the manufacturing sector like Textiles, 

aerospace, Defense, pharma, Die & Molds, Steel, 

Medical equipment that require high precision.

MDPL is selling through online, distribution 

partners (including Manleo Designs) & offline 

channels Pan India with over 850+ customers
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Our Mission

"We will build precision probes 

for the great magnitude. It will be 

durable enough to last decade, 

but easy enough for individuals 

to run and maintain it. It will be 

designed and constructed by the 

best materials, by the best 

engineers to be hired, after the 

simplest designs that modern 

engineering can devise. But it will 

be so affordable in price that no 

company owner making good 

machining will be unable to own 

one-and enjoy with his people on 

the shop floor the savings and 

blessings of hours of productive 

time and money for the greater 

good of manufacturing eco-

system"



Application Job setting for VMC HMC machines

Overtravel 15 degrees in X, Y side 4mm in Z+ direction

Dimensions Height Width Depth

6Ø ball -50 mm Stylus

72Ø - 120 mm body

+ Shank Lengths

Weight BT40 shank 2100 grams

Transmission type Infrared 940nm Modulated

Battery 2 X Lithium Ion 16350 rechargeable Battery

Type Touch trigger Kinematic principle

Works on Any surface Or Conductive body

Stylus Range Ø6mm Ball 50-100mm Length

Sense directions X, Y, +Z axis

Repeatability <20 microns

Contact trigger force 14N in Z 4N in X Y

Environment IP rating IP65(Designed)

Operating temperature +5 °C to +55 °C (+41 °F to +131 °F)
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